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Abstract.
Crowdsourcing have been gaining increasing popularity as a highly distributed
digital solution that surpasses both borders and time-zones. Moreover, it extends
economic opportunities to developing countries, thus answering the call of impact sourcing in alleviating the welfare of poor labor in need. Nevertheless, it is
constantly criticized for the associated quality problems and risks. Attempting to
mitigate these risks, a rich body of research has been dedicated to design countermeasures against free riders and spammers, who compromise the overall quality of the results, and whose undetected presence ruins the financial prospects for
other honest workers. Such quality risks materialize even more severely with imbalanced crowdsourcing tasks. In fact, while surveying this literature, a common
rule of thumb can be indeed derived: the easier it is to cheat the system and go
undetected, the more restrictive and across-the-board discriminating countermeasures are taken. Hence, also honest yet low-skilled workers will be placed on
par with spammers, and consequently exposed and deprived of much-needed
earnings. Therefore in this paper, we argue for an impact-driven quality control
model, which fulfills the impact-sourcing vision, thus materializing the social responsibility aspect of crowdsourcing, while ensuring high quality results.
Keywords: crowdsourcing, impact sourcing, quality control, fraudulent workers, fraud detection
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Introduction

Crowdsourcing has evolved as a method to tap into an unprecedented international
agile work force that is only a key stroke away. Via crowd sourcing platforms like:
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, CrowdFlower, or Samasource, companies can hire a readily available workforce at any time. Generally, such hiring seeks intelligent information
processing skills for numerous tasks, ranging from content annotation [1], information
extraction [2], to more complex tasks like sentiment analysis [3] and crowd-enabled
database retrieval [4]. Unfortunately, there are no free lunches: The very flexible and
agile nature of crowdsourcing’s virtual workspace presents free-riders with an open
invitation for quick monetary gains. If undetected, a random-answering mechanism can
simply cheat the system and may be indeed very profitable. Of course such cheating

cannot be tolerated. It does not only mean lost money for the task provider, but on top
of that, it exposes:
1) The entire task (and thus the provider’s services built on this task) to severe quality
problems. Accordingly, a rich body of research has focused on devising automatic,
yet light-weight countermeasures to ensure a satisfying result quality. Among the
more established countermeasures are gold questions, where questions with known
answers are blended into the workload and used as a quality threshold test. That is,
if a worker fails to correctly answer for example 30% of the gold questions, he/she
is excluded from the crowdsourcing task. Majority voting, where quality is attained
through the aggregation of different workers’ submissions. And finally, reputationbased systems, where a worker’s quality is incrementally computed as a function
of past submissions’ feedback. Yet, all of these countermeasures have their fair
share of drawbacks (see Related work).
2) The honest workers in the workforce, some of whom are in dire need of every
possible financial prospect, to being excluded from the labor-pool. Actually, this
is more severe than it sounds, since the social aspect of the crowd sourcing solution
can be immense, with 1.8 billion people unable to access a formal job and half of
the world’s population living on less than $2.50 a day1. In acknowledgment of this
significant impact, many crowdsourcing platforms have been founded with the sole
mission of supporting the underprivileged, as well as connecting them to the global
economy e.g. Samasource, RuralShores, or ImpactHub. Moreover, some sociallyresponsible quality control measures were developed to identify biased or lowskilled honest workers, such as: an algorithm separating unrecoverable error rates
from recoverable bias [5], adaptive gold questions, which we presented in [6], that
adapts the difficulty of the tasks to the detected skills of the worker, and our Raschmodel-based framework, which mines the underlying workers’ answer-patterns for
irregularities implying fraud [7].
Building a robust and widely applicable quality control measure becomes even more
complicated, when answer sets for crowdsourcing tasks are inherently skewed, where
the attribute value distributions in the underlying data sources are skewed [8]. This is
often the case with web data, where Zipf distributions are quite common (e.g., Web
data annotation or taxonomic metadata generation). Given such an imbalanced task,
strategic spammers can easily exploit the inherent skewness to avoid detection. The
simple, yet effective idea of such an attack model is to get highly accurate results by
always submitting the frequent class label (see Example 1).
Example 1 – Nepal Aerial Clicker1 (Aerial Image Analysis): Images taken by UAVs
(unmanned aerial vehicles) are increasingly being sent to the crowd for disaster and
damage assessment. One particular project: Nepal Aerial Clicker assessed the population number after the Gorkha earthquake in April 2015. Crowd workers were assigned
to count the number of persons they see in the picture (see Figure 1). As could be expected, pictures taken in remote regions tended to be empty, and rarely featured anyone.
Assuming that only 15% of the pictures comprised people, a strategic spammer always
submitting a population count of 0, would have an average accuracy of 85%.
In imbalanced crowdsourcing scenarios, all of the aforementioned countermeasures
that were developed for quality control on crowdsourcing platforms – whether tailored
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to fend of spammers, or socially-tailored to identify biased or low-skilled honest workers and support them– fail to identify strategic spammers since they’re are outwardly
doing a very good job. In fact, the question of finding strategic spammers have been
raised in Ipeirotis’s work [5],[9] (see related work).
In previous work [1], we conducted a theoretical analysis of medical test theory and
its classical measures (see related work): sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive
values for handling imbalanced tasks. Based on the surprising insights of this analysis,
it became evident that a partially redundant-based quality control model, need only hire
a second worker for a given task, when a first worker’s submission for that task is a
frequent class label. Moreover, a less frequent class label is always taken to be conclusive. In other words, in example 1, if the first worker annotates the picture with zero
count, only then, is a second worker given the same task. If both workers agree on the
frequent class label (i.e. zero count), it becomes the picture’s final label. Otherwise, the
other less frequent class label submission will be taken as the picture’s final label. While
this technique proved to be robust with imbalanced tasks, like many countermeasures,
it makes no distinction between strategic spammers and honest worker. In fact, strategic
spammers’ submissions are still accepted and recognized as valid contributions. Moreover, it’s discriminative against honest workers, since the core assumption is that all
errors committed by the workers are random, irrespective of the underlying difficulty
of the task. Such a statistical independence assumption does not hold in reality however,
since an honest worker’s error rate will always be higher for more difficult tasks.
Accordingly, in this paper, we present an impact-driven model, which ensures high
quality results within imbalanced tasks, while promoting honest workers, who might
often still show lower accuracy rates than strategic spammers, due to the inherent skewness of the task. To that end, in combination with the partially redundant technique, we
introduce a skewly-biased reputation score that gives a higher weight to less frequent
class label submissions and balances the inherent skewness of the task, such that the
strategic spammers’ accuracy rate is actively diminished and that of the honest workers’
amplified. These score are additionally used to adapt the assignment of easier tasks to
low-skilled honest workers, thus supporting them in developing their skills while at the
same time ensuring higher quality results. Our evaluation on both synthetic and real
world datasets attest to both the cost and quality efficiency of our model.

Figure 1. Aerial Image Analysis
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Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview over the current automatic quality control
measures used in crowdsourcing, as well as the classical measures of medical test theory, upon which our partially redundant-based technique is based on.
Crowdsourcing and its Quality Control Measures.
A lot of studies and effort has been put into devising countermeasures against
spammers, in order to control the resulting quality. These different measures can be
roughly categorized based on how they approach the problem of acquiring and/or maintaining high quality levels as follows:
Pessimistic approaches focus on identifying as many spammers in the workforce as
possible and subsequently exclude them. Thus, only honest workers are retained. A
typical method in this approach are gold questions, which are added to the crowdsourcing tasks. When used as a control measure, they are covertly added to the task to catch
the spammers off guard. Upon failing to correctly answer a certain percentage of these
questions, the worker is declared to be fraudulent (or at least unfit) and is accordingly
discarded from the workforce. Thus, while result qualities are usually good, a severe
drawback is the immediate exclusion of less-skilled workers, who could still perform
easier tasks [10]. Moreover, gold questions are only valid for factual tasks and can’t be
employed e.g., in opinion-based tasks or individual perceptions and sentiments. In fact,
their applicability has been doubted in typical crowdsourcing tasks, see e.g. [2].
Optimistic approaches shift the focus from individual workers to the submitted responses and aim at aggregating the results, such that the final output exhibits a high
overall quality. The family of aggregation methods is rather extensive, yet the most
commonly used method is majority voting. Basically, majority voting exploits the lowcost nature of crowdsourcing and assigns the same task to multiple workers in parallel,
thus following the notion of the wisdom of the crowd to defeat the individual fraudulent
misuse. Other weighted aggregation methods in the literature include the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm [10], which considers a submission’s quality based on
the corresponding worker and ultimately utilizes this computed quality for a weighted
aggregation. However, EM would fail in imbalanced tasks, due to its inability to identify strategic spammers submitting only frequent class labels [5]. Other approaches that
consider workers’ error rate include a Bayesian version of the EM algorithm [11] and
the probabilistic approach in [12], which considers both the worker’s skill and the task’s
difficulty. Unlike Gold questions, such aggregation methods can be applied to a wider
class of tasks, including opinion-based tasks, where correctness depends on consensual
agreement. Still, this redundancy approach incurs more costs and has its limitations,
especially when the percentage of spammers in the workforce is high, see e.g. [13].
Feedback-based approaches combine optimistic and pessimistic traits. One good example is reputation-based systems, whether based on a reputation model [10], or on
deterministic approaches [15]. These systems often use a worker’s reputation or skill
score as a measure of confidence about the individual result correctness and only exclude fraudulent workers based on reputation scores, which are computed over longer
time scales. Usually the workers’ scores are determined in a complex process as a function of the customers’ satisfaction & feedback [16], task completion rates, etc. In [17],

they proposed a model, CDAS, which computes an estimated accuracy for each generated result based on the worker’s historical performances. Reputation systems can be
however exploited [18], and suffer from both the cold start problem [19] and the challenge of computing robust, yet reliable aggregated reputation scores for workers.
Finally the Incentive-based approaches covers the various motivational incentives
that are used to encourage workers, or rather discourage them from cheating the system.
There are basically two types of incentives: intrinsic and extrinsic [20]. An intrinsic
motivation is inspired from the underlying task itself, where the task itself appears important and personally drives the workers to carry it out without expecting any return,
e.g. a crowd-driven project by Tomnod2 searching for the missing Malaysian airlines
flight 370 that had disappeared en route. An extrinsic motivation materializes as a rewarding mechanism like: monetary compensations, status, recognition, etc. In fact,
monetary incentives do not always help. According to a study that was conducted to
see how monetary compensations can be manipulated to motivate workers, low paid
jobs yielded sloppy work, while high paid jobs attracted spammers, which proved such
a mechanism tricky to put into effect [21].
Our model falls under both the optimistic and the feedback-based approaches, as it
combines a partially redundant-based technique with a skewly-biased reputation score.
All the traditional feedback-based approach would always compute a higher reputation
score for strategic spammers, since they are in practice doing a good job. Accordingly,
we evaluate our model against the optimistic approaches family, more specifically, the
front-runner approach: Majority voting. Moreover, our model promotes a dynamic assignment of tasks with the goal of supporting the social aspect of the crowd sourcing
solution and leveraging the low-skilled honest workers. Such an online assignment
strategy isn’t novel and has been investigated by many others, though their ultimate
goal differs: given a limited budget and questions with varying difficulty levels, how
many times should a question be assigned to the crowd to ensure high quality results?
This issue is rather interesting since easy questions require fewer assignments than
more difficult questions. The number of assignment would also differ based on the
skills of the given worker. Prominent strategies include CDAS [17] and AskIt![22].
Identifying Strategic spammers.
Ipeirotis et al. [5],[9] raised the question of identifying strategic spammers, whose
attack model is based on identifying the prevalent class with the highest class prior and
always submitting that frequent label. The proposed algorithm focused on separating
the unrecoverable error rates from those recoverable biases of workers by means of
generating scalar scores for workers. Such a score would be then used as a worker’s
quality metric. In the paper, they investigated the following case:
Example 2: (Adult website classifier) Assume two workers who are assigned to label
websites into two classes: porn and not porn, upon which an adult classifier can be later
trained on. For a skewed class distribution with 95% of the websites being not porn and
only 5% being porn, a strategic spammer classifying all the website as not-porn would
have a low error-rate of 5%.
Although, the proposed algorithm considers the uncertainty associated with the strategic spammers’ prevalent answers, it only performs well with approximately 5 labels
2
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per questions and for workers with histories of 20 or 30 labels. In fact, [5] reports that
obtaining fewer labels per question would dramatically decrease the resulting quality,
and that having just a few strategic spammers would also be completely detrimental to
the resulting quality. Our model requires 2 labels at most and can handle the existence
of many strategic spammers without significant quality degradation.
Medical Test Theory’s Classical Measures.
Since many of the crowdsourcing tasks rely on binary decisions (e.g., recognizing
whether a certain entity is contained in some image or classifying documents or articles), the classical measures from medical test theory, in particular, sensitivity, specificity and prevalence [23] apply. Sensitivity and Specificity are used to measure the
performance of a binary classification test (e.g., is a patient diagnosed as HIV positive?), reflecting the true positive rate and the true negative rate respectively (see definition 1). The prevalence on the other hand, defines the percentage of population shown
to have the tested classification condition (i.e. percentage of people found to actually
have a disease). Moreover, the usefulness of a test [24] can be measured by the positive
predictive value 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇): the probability that a positive answer (i.e. is HIV positive?)
is indeed correct (see definition 5). When mapping these measure from medical test
theory to crowdsourcing platforms, the workers become the tests, whose usefulness and
performance needs to be checked and boosted.
Definition 1 – Sensitivity, Specificity and Positive predictive value: the positive predictive
value 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇), sensitivity(𝑇) , and specificity 𝜏(𝑇) for some test T is defined as follows:
1
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇) ≔
, 𝑓𝑜𝑟  close to 1 and p close to 0
1−𝜏
1+
𝑝
|true positives|
𝜎(𝑇) ≔
|positively tested|
Where positively tested, refers to those being predicted as positive
|true negatives|
|negatively tested|
Where negatively tested, refers to those being predicated as negative
𝜏(𝑇) ≔
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Higher Quality in imbalanced Tasks

As of now, all current countermeasures employed within crowdsourcing platforms
would fail when dealing with imbalanced tasks, where a spammer with the strategy of
always submitting the frequent class label, will always seem to be doing a very good
job. In previous work [8], we demonstrated how a partially redundant-based technique
can be built for imbalanced tasks, where only a maximum of two workers per task is
required. Next, we explain why this technique would be a good basis for an impactdriven model and investigate the weaknesses, which needs to be addressed.

A Partially Redundant-based Technique.
Typically, redundancy-based approaches utilize aggregation as a quality control
measure e.g. Majority voting. Here, a minimum of three submissions from three different workers is required. Yet of course, a majority of wrongs, doesn’t make it right.
Particularly, for imbalanced tasks, the underlying skewness should be taken into account and a straight forward majority count should and can be indeed avoided at increasing quality and decreasing incurred costs as will be shown next.
A closer examination at medical test theory’s measures: sensitivity , specificity 
and prevalence 𝒑 (see Related work) revealed that solely focusing on the specificity
measure would improve a test’s performance by enhancing the positive predictive value
𝒑𝒑𝒗(𝑻) i.e. decreasing the number of false positives. In other words, for a binary classification task, where the negative class label is the frequent class, both false positives
and false negatives constitute the quality risk (see figure 2). But due to the skewness in
the class labels, the resulting prevalence’s imbalance adds in most of the weight and the
mass of quality risk within the false positive branch (frequent class label), leaving the
false negative branch (i.e. less frequent class label) unworthy to focus on.
Accordingly, we focus on the frequent class label submissions. That is, a second
worker is hired for the same task, only when the first worker’s submitted label is the
frequent class label. Eventually, the final class label is assigned as per the following
rules of aggregation given in definition 2:
Definition 2 – Rules of Aggregation: given a crowdsourcing task t, where 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ,
such that 𝑇 is an imbalanced label annotation crowdsourcing task, also known as a human intelligence task (HIT), with the negative class 𝑁 being the frequent class label
and the positive class 𝑃 being the less frequent label. Let 𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑁 , denote that the
first worker has assigned a negative label 𝑁 for crowdsourcing task 𝑡 . Similarly, 𝑤2 (𝑡) = 𝑃 denotes that the second worker assigned a positive label 𝑃 for the
same crowdsourcing task 𝑡. Then the final label 𝐿(t) to be assigned to task 𝑡 is aggregated as follows:
𝑎) 𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑃
, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐿(𝑡) = 𝑃
𝑏) 𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑁 ∧ 𝑤2 (𝑡) = 𝑃, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐿(𝑡) = 𝑃
𝑐) 𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑁 ∧ 𝑤2 (𝑡) = 𝑁, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐿(𝑡) = 𝑁
Note that, for 𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑃, no second worker was sought out, because the first worker
submitted the less frequent class label. Extensive evaluation has proven this partially
redundant-base technique to be more cost and time efficient than its traditional redundancy-based quality control peer, where three submissions are needed, rather than just
one or two submissions. Moreover, the partially redundant-based technique outperforms Majority voting in terms of resulting quality. Our experiments [8] showed consistent quality gains, even when the percentage of strategic spammers increases.

Figure 2. Testing error diagram with prevalence p, sensitivity 𝝈, and specificity 

Towards an impartial quality-control model.
Indeed, the partially redundant-based technique enhances the final resulting quality
by following the defined rules of aggregation (see definition 2), which respects our
analytical findings from medical test theory. In practice however, it doesn’t distinguish
between strategic spammers and honest workers. Strategic spammers’ submissions are
in fact still accepted. Additionally, the assumption that all errors committed by the
workers are random shows prejudice against low-skilled honest workers, where an honest worker’s error rate will always depend on the underlying difficulty of a task and
shouldn’t be assessed in isolation. That is, if worker 𝑤1 fails in answering task 𝑡, also
the average error probability of an honest worker 𝑤2 for task 𝑡 increases. An impactdriven model would ideally distinguish difficult tasks, and assign it to more skilled
workers, which shields less-skilled workers from incurred error-rates, which would
negatively reflect in their reputation score on the crowdsourcing platforms. For the partially redundant technique, the consequences of not adopting this assumption can be
illustrated as follows:
Example 3: Given a crowd of honest workers 𝑊, the error probability of a second
worker 𝑤2 𝜖 𝑊 to be assigned to the same task 𝑡, to which a previous worker 𝑤1 𝜖 𝑊
failed to answer, increases.
In order to see how 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇) is affected when seeking a second opinion, we use the
tree diagram in figure 3. Assume 𝑝 = 10−3 and start with a population 𝑁 = 107 . The
combined positive predictive value 𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 can be computed accordingly,
9810
𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 =
= 0.495
9810 + 9990
As illustrated in figure 3, the combined positive predictive value 𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 (i.e. after
seeking a second worker submission for the same task) improves when compared
to 𝑝𝑝𝑣1 = 0.09. However, the rate of improvement will be lesser without the assumption of statistical independence of questions, since the dependency would lead to more
false positives. That is, as soon as worker 𝑤1 produces a false positive, which might be
due to the question’s difficulty, worker 𝑤2 will with a higher probability reproduce the
same mistake. And the higher the number of false positives, the lower the combined
positive predictive value 𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 will be. At which point, not only does the partially redundant technique fail to distinguish between honest workers and spammers but also
has its own limitation in terms of the final resulting quality.

Figure 3. Tree Diagram illustrating the error probability of a Second Worker
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An Impact-driven Model

There are two central design aspects for building an impact-driven model. First, it
has to ensure high quality. Second, it has to fulfill the social responsibility of
crowdsourcing, and show biasness to honest workers, especially the low-skilled ones.
This can be tricky, since low-skilled workers’ contributions would arguably lower the
final quality, unless the assignment of difficult tasks for these workers is avoided. Next
we show how our impact-driven model satisfies both aspects.
Ensuring High Quality.
To ensure high quality for imbalanced tasks, while taking into consideration the consequences of varying task difficulties, the combined positive predictive value has to be
improved i.e. decrease the false positives. Accordingly, more difficult tasks has to be
assigned to honest workers who are also more skilled. Therefore, solely relying on an
aggregation technique doesn’t cut the mustard, since it cannot distinguish between
spammers and honest workers. Moreover, it cannot distinguish between highly-skilled
honest workers, who should be assigned to more difficult questions, and low-skilled
honest workers. To that end, in combination with the partially redundant technique, we
introduce a skewly-biased reputation score that gives a higher weight to less frequent
class label submissions. The higher importance given to the less frequent class labels
follows from our medical test theory analysis’s insight: the prevalence’s imbalance due
to the skewness in the data adds the mass of the quality risks within the false positives
branches. That is, the false negative branch becomes unworthy to focus on, and our
assumption becomes that the less frequent class label will be more often than not a true
positive. The skewly-biased reputation scores for an imbalanced crowdsourcing tasks,
where the negative class 𝑁 is the frequent class label and the positive class 𝑃 is the less
frequent label, can be ranked accordingly (see definition 3).
Definition 3 – Skewly-biased Reputation scores ranking:
For worker w(𝑡), let his/her reputation score R(w) be incremented accordingly:
𝑎) 𝑖𝑓(𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑃) , 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 R(𝑤1 ) = 3
𝑏) 𝑖𝑓 (𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑁 ∧ 𝑤2 (𝑡) = 𝑁 ), 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 R(𝑤1 ) = R(𝑤2 ) = 2
𝑐) 𝑖𝑓(𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑁 ∧ 𝑤2 (𝑡) = 𝑃 ), 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 R(𝑤1 ) = 1 and R(𝑤2 ) = 3

The highest reputation score is assigned to a less frequent class label submission. The
next highest reputation score is assigned to a unanimous agreement on a frequent class
label. And lastly, the lowest reputation score is given to a worker submitting the frequent class label, yet is contested by a second worker submitting the less frequent class
label. As will be illustrated later, this last score is negative and thus acts as a penalty.
In order to balance the inherent skewness of the task, such that the strategic
spammers’ accuracy rate is actively diminished and that of the honest workers’ amplified, we compute the skewly–biased reputation scores in a reverse fashion with respect
to the underlying skewness (see definition 4). That is, the upper bound of a strategic
spammer’s reputation score would be equal to the percentage of the less frequent class.
On the other hand, an honest worker, annotating all of the less frequent class labels
correctly, would get a reputation score equivalent to the frequent class percentage.

Though we always assume the less frequent class label to be often a true positive, nevertheless, the final label is determined by the more reputable worker’s submission i.e.
the worker having the higher reputation score. It’s important to note that over time,
these reputation scores will indeed stabilize and strategic spammers will have lower
reputation scores than that of the honest workers.
Definition 4 – Computing Skewly-biased Reputation scores: given a crowdsourcing task t,
where 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 , such that 𝑇 is a skewed-label binary annotation data and ||𝑇|| is the total number
of classification problems in your data. Let the percentage of the less frequent class 𝑃 labels be
𝑎 and that of the frequent class 𝑁 be (1 − 𝑎).Then, the reputation score 𝑅 is computed accordingly
a) Each unanimously frequent class label submission,
𝑅 = 𝑎 ∗ 100⁄(1 − 𝑎) ∗ ||𝑇||
b) For each less frequent class label submission,
(1 − 𝑎) ∗ 100
𝑅=
⁄𝑎 ∗ ||𝑇||
c) For each split decision on a less frequent class submission, the worker with the frequent class
submission,
(1
𝑅 = − ( − 𝑎) ∗ 100⁄𝑎 ∗ ||𝑇||)

Favoring Honest Workers.
The second central design aspect that our model should fulfill is supporting the vision of impact sourcing. This is already materialized to some extent with the skewlybiased reputation score, since it distinguishes between spammers and honest workers.
In order to support low-skilled honest workers, an adaptive assignment of easier tasks
would not only ensure higher quality results, but would shield the low-skilled honest
workers from definite error rates, which would negatively reflect on their reputation
scores, thus hindering them from higher paid tasks and opportunities to further develop
their skills. To that end, we use the already exiting reputation scores for this adaptive
assignment as shown in definition 5. The final label is then determined by the more
reputable worker’s submission i.e. the worker having the higher reputation score.
Definition 5 – Adaptive Assignment of Tasks: given a crowdsourcing task t, where 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ,
such that 𝑇 is a skewed-label binary annotation data. Again, let the percentage of the less frequent class label 𝑃 be the less frequent class label and 𝑁 the frequent class label. Given a crowd
of honest workers 𝑊, let 𝑤1 ∈ 𝑊, with reputation score 𝑅(𝑤1 ) . Assume 𝑤1 (𝑡) = 𝑁 submitted
the frequent class label for task 𝑡.Then, task 𝑡 is assigned to a second worker, 𝑤2 ∈ 𝑊, such
that
𝑅(𝑤2 ) > 𝑅(𝑤1 )
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Evaluation

In this section, we conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to evaluate the efficiency of our impact-driven model in terms of cost and quality. Our model falls under
both the feedback and optimistic approaches. For the feedback approach, none of the
reputation systems would work well, since the strategic spammers’ attack model would
amount to them getting higher reputation scores. Accordingly, we focus on comparing

our model to the optimistic approach’s front-runner: Majority voting. Worthy to consider as well is Ipeirotis’s algorithm (see related work) to detect strategic spammers.
However, as they report in their own work [5], a minimum of 5 labels per question is
required, as opposed to a maximum of 2 labels with our model. Moreover, they report
that having just a few strategic spammers would immensely degrade the resulting quality, unlike our model, which can handle high percentages of strategic spammers in the
workforce, as will be shown next.
Since we need to induce and control spammers, we simulate both the crowdsourcing
tasks and the crowd. Only through simulation can we: 1) correctly identify spammers
(in the sense of ground truth), 2) control the error rates of the honest workers, 3) adapt
the percentage of spammers in the crowd, 4) control the skewness percentage Š of the
crowdsourcing tasks, and 5) control the attack model of the spammers. Such a flexible
and deterministic parameter control allows us to extensively experiment with varying
parameter combinations. For our experiments, we used two data sets:
1. A real world dataset: Zentralblatt MATH3 Corpus (ZB), which is one of the biggest
mathematical digital libraries. Figure 4 illustrates the Zipfian distribution of the
class labels in the corpus. The dataset is made up of 2,679,550 publications (journals, books, conference proceedings, etc.), each annotated according to the Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) taxonomy. Our crowdsourcing tasks are
based on a subset of the dataset – 247,063 publications, which comprises the following classes to be later classified through the crowdsourcing tasks: 208,754
Computer science publications, 30,388 History and Biography publications, 4,312
Geophysics publications, and 3609 Astronomy and Astrophysics publications. Accordingly, we end up at a skewness percentage Š=15%, i.e. 85% of the total dataset
belongs to the Computer science class label. The crowdsourcing tasks are designed
to reflect the same imbalance.
2.

A synthetic dataset for a binary classification task, where 1 is the frequent class
label and 0 the less frequent label. The dataset’s skewness percentage Š can be
altered as needed. The experimental results are an aggregation over 1000 binary
classification problems, which is given to a workforce comprising 1000 workers.
Number of Publications
assigned to an MSC Class

250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

MSC Level 1 per
Categories
Figure. 4. Number of Publications
MSC Level 1 Category label
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For both datasets, a strategic spammer’s strategy is always to submit the frequent
class label, which would strategically only add up to 15% error rate for the ZB Corpus.
On the other hand, an honest work’s error rate spans over the less frequent class .i.e.
the error rate of an honest worker has an upper bound corresponding to the skewness
of the less frequent class(es), that is, Š. The error rate of the honest workers are randomly assigned, such that the error rates have a lower bound based on an input error
rate parameter that we assign per experiment. The HITs are designed to comprise 20
binary classification problems. To avoid the cold start problem, which is always associated with reputation-based systems, each worker is preassigned a total of 10 HITs,
upon which their reputation scores are computed.
Accuracy under varying Parameters.
Next, we illustrate how different external parameters affect the resulting quality of
the impact-driven model and compare it to that of the majority voting.
1.

Impact of percentage of Spammers
In figure 3 and 4, we illustrate the impact of varying percentage of spammers in the
workforce on the quality for each of: the impact-driven model and majority voting.
Regardless of the percentage of skewness Š set, the impact-driven model beats majority
voting with a margin; As the percentage of spammers increases, the quality decreases.
The lower bound of the quality corresponds to the complement of Š. That is, when
Š=15%, the worst quality attained when the entire workforce is made up of spammers
equals to 85%, which adheres to the spammer’s strategy of always giving the high frequent answer, in order to exhibit only 15% error rate. Similarly, for Š=35%, the lowest
quality resides at 65%. The bigger the skewness the better the impact-driven model
performs at lower percentage of spammers, fitting perfectly for highly skewed answer
sets. At Š = 35% and 20% spammers, the impact-driven model achieves a correctness
quality of 94.22%, in contrast 88.15% achieved by majority voting. On the other hand,
at Š=15% and 20% spammers, it achieves a lower correctness quality of 92.68%, yet
still higher than the 88.21% achieved by majority voting. Figure 4, shows an expected
similar behavior with the ZB dataset, where Š=15%.
2.

Impact of Answer sets’ Skewness percentage
Figure 5 confirms the earlier findings, that is, the higher the skewness level, the
higher the quality. Whereas, the impact-driven model can handle higher skewness levels, majority voting’s performance degrades. For our model, at Š= 20%, quality rises
from 93.27% to 94.38% at Š=40. As for Majority Voting, at Š=20%, quality drops from
87.73% to 86.54% at Š=40%. Furthermore, at majority voting’s quality peaks, its correctness quality at 87.89% is lower than 92.56%, which corresponds to that achieved
by the impact-driven model. This experiment was only ran on the synthetic dataset,
since the ZB dataset has a fixed Š=15%.
3.

Impact of Honest Worker’s Error Rate

Next, we examine the impact of varying honest worker’s error rate on the quality for
both impact-driven model and majority voting. Figure 6 and 7, illustrates the effects on
both the synthetic (Š=35%) and ZB (Š=15%) datasets respectively, with 20% strategic
spammers in the force. As the error rate increases, the overall quality decreases. Since
we assume that the honest workers’ error rate spans over the less frequent class, the
acceptable lower bounds of their error rate corresponds to the size of the less frequent
class in each dataset i.e. the value of Š for both datasets. The quality attained through
the impact-driven model is significantly better than that resulting from majority voting.
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Crowdsourcing Cost.
Lastly, we investigate the incurred cost as the percentage of spammers increases.
We design our HIT to comprise 20 tasks, each of which costs 0.05$ i.e. 1$ a HIT. For
5 crowdsourced tasks (100 tasks), majority voting will always incur 15$ costs, regardless of the percentage of spammers in the workforce. Our model seeks a second opinion,
when the first worker annotates the task with the frequent label. Accordingly, as the
percentage of spammers increase, more frequent class labels will be submitted, which
consequently triggers the underlying partially-redundancy mechanism of seeking a second opinion, and increases the costs (see figure 8 and 9). The upper bound is reached,
when the entire workforce is made up of spammers and all tasks are labeled twice, at
which point, the cost lies at 10$. On the other hand, the lower bound is higher than 5$
(HIT being submitted only once), since even in the absence of spammers, frequent class
annotations will be correctly submitted. For less skewed datasets (e.g. ZB dataset,
Š=15%), more frequent class labels are bound to be correctly submitted, accordingly a
relatively higher cost of 9.7$ at 1% spammers is incurred as opposed to higher skewed
datasets (e.g. Synthetic dataset, Š=35%), which incurs a cost of 8.7$ at 1% spammers.
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Conclusion

In this paper we focused on the challenges of simultaneously 1) overcoming the
quality risk associated with imbalanced crowdsourcing tasks, which arises with the
presence of strategic spammers, and 2) fulfilling the social responsibility of
crowdsourcing by designing a non-discriminating quality model that supports lowskilled honest workers. To that end, we presented a partially redundant-based solution:
Impact-driven model, which overcomes both challenges by employing a skewly-biased
reputation score. The reputation score ensures, on one hand, a higher quality by correctly assigning lower scores to strategic spammers and higher to honest workers. On
the other hand, it allows for an adaptive assignment of tasks, which shields low-skilled
honest workers from certain error-rates, while giving them room to improve their skills,
thus supporting the vision of impact sourcing. Both synthetic and real world datasets
were used to evaluate our impact-driven model’s cost efficiency and accuracy. Results
attest to the quality and monetary gains achieved even with high skewed datasets, and
illustrates how the partially redundant impact-driven model outperforms majority voting, which remains the contending favorite of the redundancy-based family measures.
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